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PRODUCT SPEC SHEET

MK3 CHEMICAL SPRAY ACCESSORY

PRODUCT:

DESCRIPTION:

SPECIFICATIONS:

FEATURES:

Product #: VSNLW-OCC Height: 4.25 in

Color(s): Bluetop Weight: 3.2 oz

Operate/storage 
temperature:

14°F to 104°F 
(-10°C to 40°C)

Diameter: 1.5 in

Operating rela-
tive humidity:

85% non-con-
densing

Chemical spray training exercises are physically replicated 
with the VirTra laser-based OC training device in the SABRE® 
MK3™ chemical spray accessories. Manufactured using the 
OEM training cannister, cannister tops and activation button 
pressure prevents unintended training scars and the laser is 
mounted at the same launch angle for the true-to-life train-
ing experience. These replicated features lead to each la-
ser-based OC device matching the exact form, function and 
weight of the OEM MK3 cannister.  Maintenance is more effi-
cient with a re-chargeable battery, USB charger and On/Off/
Low battery indicator light with automatic shutoff. 

1. Manufactured with OEM MK3 housing
2. Weight-tested to match weight of OEM spray cannister
3. Laser is mounted at the launch angle to match an actual 

MK3
4. Matches activation pressure of real OC canister
5. On/Off/Low battery indicator light with automatic shut off
6. Re-chargeable with accompanied USB charger 
7. Fully-functional in low light situations
8. Drop tested at six feet to ensure true-to-life training du-

rability
9. Class 1A (<0.850mw) lasers safe under all conditions of 

normal use
10. One-year from date of purchase service agreement- ad-

ditional available

1. OEM housing for form, fit, weight and training function for realism in training
2. Matches OEM spray launch angle for training realism
3. OEM realistic activation pressure help to prevent unintended training scars
4. USB charger and re-chargeable battery for low maintenance and little downtime extending training sessions
5. On/Off/Low battery power indicator light with automatic shut off for real-time maintenance features

OC CANISTER-MK3

1.5 in

4.25 in


